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Abstract

The aim of this work is to investigate how to enhance
the performance of face recognition from video sequences
by selecting only well-framed face images from those ex-
tracted from video sequences. Noisy face images (e.g. not
well-centered, non-frontal poses...) significantly reduce the
performance of face recognition methods, and therefore,
need to be filtered out during the training and the recog-
nition. The proposed method is based on robust statis-
tics, and in particular, a recently proposed robust high-
dimensional data analysis method, RobPCA. Experiments
show that this filtering procedure improves the recognition
rate by 10 to 20%.

1 Introduction

Face recognition is an important research subject in the pat-
tern recognition field that has been extensively investigated
in the last couple of years. It can be applied in different
domains (biometrics, video surveillance, multimedia index-
ing, etc.).

The basic objective of a face recognition system is to
identify an unknown face from a picture or a video se-
quence using a stored database of faces. While face recog-
nition from still images has been very deeply investigated
and many techniques have been proposed [13], face recog-
nition from video sequences is just emerging. The fact that
a person has to be learned and also recognized from a video
sequence containing her/his face strongly modifies the deal,
and introduces new elements that make the direct use of
techniques designed for still images very difficult.

Video sequences are in general of a poor quality com-
pared to still images. The resolution of video frames is low
and they might contain very important illumination varia-
tions. In addition, face sub-images need to be automatically
extracted from the frames of the video. Therefore, a face
detection method is generally used. Due to the shortcom-
ings of face detection methods, extracted face images are

generally imprecisely cropped, may contain false detections
and important pose variations. All these subsequent diffi-
culties make the problem much more difficult than the case
of recognition from still images. A video sequence pro-
vides, however, rich and redundant information that can be
exploited to counterbalance these difficulties and enhance
the performance of the recognition.

The recently proposed solutions dealing with face recog-
nition from video sequences can be divided into two classes.
The first one considers the problem as a recognition prob-
lem from still images byindependentlyusing all or a subset
of the extracted face images. In general, the majority voting
is used to come up with a final result. In the case where only
a subset of faces is considered, ad hoc heuristics are used to
select faces. It could be as simple as a random sampling,
a selection of faces that are extracted from key frames or
based on more sophisticated heuristics. In [5], an unsuper-
vised learning method is proposed to extract the most rep-
resentative faces (called “exemplars”): A non-linear dimen-
sionality reduction is applied and followed by a K-Means
clustering. Exemplars are chosen as the set of cluster cen-
ters. In [1], a principal component analysis (PCA) projec-
tion space is computed per person. The reconstruction error
is then used as a decision criterion, that is, a query face is
assigned to the person whose PCA projection space induces
the least important reconstruction error of the feature vector
associated with the query face. When the query is a video
sequence, all of the extracted faces are used and the final
decision is made using the face whose reconstruction error
is the median value of the reconstruction errors.

The main drawback of these techniques lies in the fact
that all the extracted faces are used. Therefore, noisy faces
(not well centered, taken under poor illumination condi-
tions, false detection, non-frontal faces...) are included in
the training set and also used for recognition, which signif-
icantly decreases the recognition rate. In the case where a
selection is performed (e. g. [5]), it does not take the quality
of the faces into account. This also reduces the recognition
rate as a decision can be made using noisy faces.
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The second class makes use of all of the extracted faces
together with or without considering their temporal order
in the video. The idea is to integrate all of the information
expressed by all of the face images into a single model (or
a single descriptor). In particular, when the temporal or-
der of the face images is taken into account, such a model
is supposed to include information on the face dynamics.
In [3], the ordered set of extracted faces are projected into
the eigenspace and represented as a trajectory in that space.
Recognition is then performed as a trajectory matching.
In [12], a PCA space is computed for the extracted faces
from each sequence. The similarity evaluation between two
sequences is performed using the angle between the cor-
responding subspaces (using the mutual subspace method).
In [9], the problem is considered from an information theory
point of view. The proposed method classifies a set of face
images using the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the
estimated density of extracted faces and each of the densi-
ties associated with stored people (densities are assumed to
be Gaussian). In [7], Liuet al. use adaptive Hidden Markov
Models (HMM) to learn temporal statistics and the dynam-
ics of the faces. One HMM is learned for each person from
the associated video sequence. In the presence of a query
sequence, it is analyzed by each HMM. The recognition is
then performed using a maximuma posteriorirule.

In addition to specific limitations of each technique, once
again, the main drawback of this second class of techniques
is the use of all of the faces, including those that are noisy.
These generate outlying feature vectors that, when used
for training and/or recognition, significantly reduce the per-
formance of recognition. As will be explained later, the
reason of this phenomenon lies in the fact that all the in-
troduced techniques are mainly based on high-dimensional
data analysis methods like PCA or models like HMM. They
are therefore very sensitive to outliers as they are based on
the computation and the analysis of the first and the second
order moments (the mean and the covariance matrix).

In this paper, we are interested in this problem and we
propose a method for selecting only images that are of good
quality from the extracted ones. The idea is to take advan-
tage of the abundance of face images in this context to fil-
ter out those responsible for performance degradation. The
adopted strategy is to consider the problem as an outlier de-
tection problem and make use of robust statistics to perform
filtering. In particular, we propose to use RobPCA, a re-
cently proposed method by Hubertet al. [6].

We will illustrate the introduced concepts and show
the effectiveness of our approach using two face data-
bases and two methods for face recognition (PCA [10] and
LDA2D [11]).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
analyzes the impact of outliers on high-dimensional data

analysis methods in general. Section 3 introduces the pro-
posed approach and presents our method for automatically
selecting well-framed face images. It also explains how the
proposed selection procedure can be included in a whole
system for face recognition from video sequences. Exper-
imental results are presented in section 4. Section 5 con-
cludes the paper and discusses our future works.

2 On the impact of outliers
Face recognition methods being generally based on statis-
tical methods, are therefore very sensitive to outliers. To
analyze this problem, we will focus in a first instance on
the well-known method of eigenfaces [10] in the context
of face recognition from still images. The principle of this
method is to make use of the statistical properties of feature
vectors associated with face images to compute a projec-
tion space. Face images are projected in this space and their
similarity is evaluated simply as an Euclidean distance. The
identification of an unknown face is achieved by finding the
face in the database whose projection vector is the closest to
the projection vector of the unknown face (nearest-neighbor
classification). In this method, the feature vector is just the
vector obtained by concatenating the rows or the columns
of the face image. The projection space is computed using
PCA. It is defined by the most “important” eigenvectors of
the covariance matrix of the feature vectors. These eigen-
vectors encode most of the variations between face images,
that is, the discriminant information that allows matchingor
differentiating faces.

Ideally, the encoded variations should only be those re-
lated to faces (e. g. shapes of the face, the eyes, the nose
and the mouth) and not those inherent to the acquisition
conditions or to the expression changes. Unfortunately, this
is very difficult in practice and it is extremely difficult to
get rid of external variations. Therefore, we consider thata
face image isnoisyif it presents external variations that the
face recognition method cannot be invariant to. We classify
these variations into three categories:

1. Important illumination changes,

2. Imprecise face cropping,

3. Non-frontal poses.

A sample of face images presenting these kinds of varia-
tions is shown in figure 1. Faces from the second and third
category arise in general from an automatic extraction of
faces from still images or video sequences (imprecision in-
herent to face detection methods).

To illustrate the impact of these variations on face recog-
nition, we have evaluated the recognition rate using the
method of eigenfaces (PCA) on two databases: PF01 to
study the impact of important illumination changes and
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Figure 1: Example of face images considered as outliers.

FDB15 for imprecise face cropping and non-frontal poses1.
The recognition rates have been evaluated twice: The first
time using all of the images, and the second time after hav-
ing removed the noisy images of each person from the train-
ing and the test sets. The obtained results clearly showed
that the recognition rate increases by about 10 % when noisy
faces are removed from the train and the test sets.

On the other hand, if we study the three first eigenvalues
from PCA, we notice that their proportion is much more im-
portant when noisy faces are included during the analysis.
We recall that the proportion of an eigenvalue w.r.t. the sum
of all eigenvalues corresponds to the proportion of the vari-
ation expressed by the corresponding principal component.

Table 1 gives the cumulated proportion of the first three
eigenvalues w.r.t. the sum of all eigenvalues for PF01 and
FDB15. This table corroborates the analysis presented in
the beginning of this section. It clearly shows that despite
their relatively small number (2 among 11 face images per
person for PF01, and 6 among 21 face images per person for
FDB15), noisy faces in the training sets significantly mod-
ify the PCA, and hence decrease its effectiveness as they af-
fect the discriminant information encoded by the first prin-
cipal components.

PF01 FDB15

Using all the faces 35.51 35.02
Without noisy faces 25.68 29.13

Table 1: Cumulated proportion of the first three eigenvalues
w.r.t. the sum of all eigenvalues.

As for the context of face recognition from video se-
quences, this analysis applies in a straightforward manner
to all of the PCA-based techniques (e.g. [1], [3], [12]). For

1PF01 is available following the URL: http://nova.postech.ac.kr/.
FDB15 is a database we have created specially for the needs ofthis pa-
per. These two databases are further described in section 4.

the other methods that use HMM or Kullback-Leibler di-
vergence, the impact of outliers could be easily analyzed in
the same manner. These methods rely strongly on the es-
timation of Gaussian probability densities. They therefore
require the computing of covariance matrices.

3 The proposed solution
In the previous section, we analyzed the problem of out-
liers in general and we showed that a small subset of noisy
faces significantly reduces the performance of PCA-based
face recognition methods. A good solution to get rid of this
problem, whatever the used method of face recognition, is
to filter out the noisy face images.

In this section, we first present the method we propose
to filter out noisy faces. In the second part of this section,
we present the application of the filtering procedure to face
recognition from video sequences.

3.1 Outlier detection using RobPCA
Lets consider a set ofn face imagesI1, . . . , In that might
have been extracted from a video sequence.x1, . . . , xn are
the associatedd-dimensional feature vectors. These vectors
are arranged together in a single matrixXn,d.

To isolate noisy face images, we consider the problem
from a statistical point of view: A face is filtered out if its
feature vector is an outlier. To achieve that, we propose the
use of the RobPCA method introduced by Hubertet al. [6].
This method has been proposed to perform a robust princi-
pal component, i.e. finding principal components that are
not influenced too much by outliers. It also provides a use-
ful method to flag outliers.

RobPCA combines the ideas of two different approaches
for robust estimation of principal components. The first ap-
proach aims at finding a subset of vectors whose covariance
matrix has the smallest determinant, that is, the most com-
pact in the space. The mean and the covariance matrix is
computed on this subset. The second approach uses Projec-
tion Pursuit techniques. The idea is to maximize a robust
measure of spread to sequentially find the principal axes.

Robust Mean and Covariance Matrix Estimation

To estimate the robust mean (µ̂) and the robust covari-
ance matrix (̂C) of a datasetXn,d, the RobPCA proceeds in
three steps:

1. Data vectors are processed using a classical PCA. The
objective is not to reduce the dimension but only to
remove superfluous dimensions.

2. The h “least outlying” vectors are searched, where
h < n andh − n is the maximum expected number
of outliers. To do that, a measure of “outlyingness” is
used. This measure is computed by projecting all of
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the vectors on a set of lines and by measuring the de-
gree of “outlyingness” of each vector w.r.t. the spread
of projections. A PCA is then performed on the found
h vectors and the dimension is reduced.

3. The finalµ̂ and Ĉ are estimated using an MCD esti-
mator, i.e. based on theh vectors whose covariance
matrix has the smallest determinant. To find these vec-
tors, a FAST-MCD algorithm [8] is used. The principle
of FAST-MCD is to draw a set of random subsets and
to refine them iteratively:

• Compute the mean (m) and covariance matrix
(C) of theh vectors,

• Compute theC-Mahalanobis distances of all the
vectors tom,

• Choose a new set composed of theh vectors with
the smallest Mahalanobis distances. The deter-
minant of the covariance matrix of these newh

vectors is smaller than the determinant ofC.

This procedure is repeated until convergence, i.e. no
further improvements are obtained.

Outliers Detection

Onceµ̂ andĈ have been estimated, the vectors are pro-
jected into a lower dimensional space defined by the eigen-
vector ofĈ. Let Yn,k be the new data matrix:

Yn,k = (Xn,d − 1d µ̂t)Pd,k, (1)

where1d is d-dimensional vector of all components equal
to 1 andPd,k is the projection matrix.Pd,k is computed
from a spectral decomposition of̂C:

Ĉ = Pd,k Lk,k P t
d,k, (2)

whereLk,k is the diagonal matrix of eigenvaluesl1, ..., lk.

The outliers are then determined by analyzing the dis-
tribution of the two following distances (computed for the
vectori):

D1i =

√

√

√

√

k
∑

j=1

y2

ij

lj
, (3)

and D2i = ||xi − µ̂ − Pd,k yt
i ||. (4)

The first distance is the distance to the robust center of
the vectors. It evaluates the proximity ofxi to the vectors
cloud in the projection space; whereas the second distance
is the orthogonal distance to the projection space. Two
thresholds are then derived from the distribution of these
distances. If a vector has at least one of the two distances
greater than the associated threshold then it is consideredan
outlier.

The distribution of D1 can be approximated by aχ2

k dis-
tribution because it is a Mahalanobis distance of normal
vectors. Therefore, the associated threshold can merely

be for example
√

χ2

k,0.975. The distribution of D2 how-

ever is not exactly known. Therefore, we use the ap-
proximation proposed in [6], i.e. D23/2 is approximately
normally distributed. The associated threshold is hence
(m + σz0.975)

3/2, wherem andσ are respectively the ro-
bust estimations of the mean and the standard deviation and
z0.975 is the 97.50% quantile of the normal distribution.

3.2 Application to face recognition
Filtering out noisy faces is needed twice in the whole recog-
nition process: (1) off-line, to filter out face images of the
training set, and (2) on-line, to decide whether to take a
query face in the recognition process into account or not.
We recall that this filtering procedure is applied indepen-
dently of the used face recognition technique.

From the training video sequences, the face images are
first extracted. In order to filter noisy faces, all that is
needed is to transform face images into vectors and apply
the outlier detection procedure described in the section 3.1.
This can be done simply by concatenating the rows or the
columns of each face image. However, as we are not con-
cerned with all of the details of the images at this stage, we
suggest reducing the resolution of the images. This allows
the acceleration of the filtering process and avoids taking
small details of the images into account.

This filtering procedure is applied per person if there are
enough face images per person. It can also consider all of
the faces in the training dataset simultaneously. The only
important condition is to make sure that the set of images
contains a majority of well-framed face images. This con-
dition is inherent to the principle of our approach which
considers noisy faces as outliers, and therefore makes the
assumption that noisy faces are in the minority. This condi-
tion is however not very restricting because the acquisition
of the training video sequences could be controlled.

For recognition, the situation is different. We do not have
any control over the quality and the number of query faces.
In particular, we cannot impose any condition concerning
the proportion of well-framed face images. The proposed
solution is as follows:

• Extract query face images from the query sequence,

• Insert all or a subset of the query faces into a set of
well-framed face images from the training set,

• Apply the filtering procedure on that set and keep only
query faces that have not been isolated as outliers.

The only condition that needs to be fulfilled is to have a
majority of well-framed images in the set in which query
faces are inserted.
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Figure 2: Recognition capabilities of PCA and LDA2D with andwithout an automatic selection of face images.

4 Experimental results
To assess the effectiveness of the proposed filtering proce-
dure, we have performed experiments on two datasets and
we have considered two face recognition methods.

Face Image Databses

1. The Asian Face Image Database PF012 contains
17 different views of each each person: 1 normal face,
4 illumination variations, 8 pose variations, 4 expres-
sion variations. We have used 11 images for training
and 6 images for testing per person.

2. FDB15 is a database of 15 people. It has been cre-
ated by automatically extracting faces from video se-

2Available following the URL: http://nova.postech.ac.kr/

quences using the CFF detector [4]. In the training set,
we have used 15 well-framed images and 6 noisy faces
per person. In the test set, we have used 5 well-framed
images and 5 noisy faces per person. The variations
addressed by this database concern the position of the
face in the image and the head pose.

The size of the face images of the two databases has been
set to65×75. It has been however reduced to32×37 during
the filtering step.

Face Recognition Techniques

In this evaluation, we have used two face recognition
techniques, PCA (eigenfaces [10]) and LDA2D [11]. We
have performed the recognition considering the problem as
a recognition problem from still face images as there are
no standard databases for face recognition from video se-
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quences. However, this has absolutely no affect on the con-
clusions of this evaluation. The objective of this study is
only to show how our filtering procedure can significantly
enhance the performance of face recognition techniques.

The eigenfaces method has been previously introduced
in section 2. LDA2D is a recently proposed method that has
the same principle as the well-known LDA method (referred
to as Fisherfaces in [2]). LDA aims to define a projection
space into which the classes are as compact as possible and
their centers are the most far away from each other (a class
refers here to the set of feature vectors extracted from the
face images of a person). The LDA is carried out via scatter
matrix analysis. LDA2D considers the faces images as ma-
trices (and not as vectors). The advantages are an important
gain in storage, a better numerical stability and an increased
recognition rate.

Results

The filtering procedure of noisy faces has been carried
out for the training sets on each person separately. The se-
lection rates of face images is presented in table 2 for the
training set and also for the test set.

PF01 FDB15

Training set 65.25 63.81
Test set 40.03 36.00

Table 2: The selection rates of face images (%).

To assess the effectiveness of this procedure, we have
evaluated the recognition rates using the databases without
noisy faces that have been automatically filtered out by our
method. We have then compared them to the recognition
rates obtained without any filtering, i.e. using the whole im-
ages in the databases.

The obtained results are summarized in figure 2. We
can notice that, overall, the recognition rates have been im-
proved by the filtering procedure by 10 to 20%.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have analyzed the problem of sensitivity to
outliers of face recognition methods and we have proposed
a filtering method to isolate noisy faces that are responsible
for performance degradation.

The experimental study has clearly showed the effective-
ness of the proposed filtering method on two face recogni-
tion methods (PCA and LDA2D). These two methods are
at the root of the first class of methods presented in the in-
troduction. In our future work, we will study the outlier
problem with the second class of methods, i.e. the methods
that use all of the face images to build a single model. Even
if we would expect the same conclusions (these methods

are mainly based on density estimation, covariance matri-
ces, etc.), other phenomena inherent to the included tempo-
ral information might appear and might need to be deeply
studied.
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